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Codes over p-adic numbers and over integers modulo pd of block length pm
invariant under the full a$ne group AG‚
m
(F
p
) are described. ( 2001 Academic
Press1. INTRODUCTION
Let p be a prime number. We consider codes of length pm whose permuta-
tion groups contain the a$ne group AG‚
m
(F
p
). They are classical generalized
Reed}Muller codes if the alphabet is a "eld (of characteristic p) We study
codes in the case when the alphabet is not a "eld.
Let < be an elementary abelian group of pm elements and F be a ring. We
consider the group ring F[<] as the set of all formal linear combinations
a"+
v|V
a
v
Xv, where a
v
3F. Addition and scalar multiplication are compon-
ent-wise and the multiplication is given by the addition in <:
+ a
v
Xv#+ b
v
Xv"+ (a
v
#b
v
)Xv,
c+ a
v
Xv"+ ca
v
Xv, c3F,
(+ a
v
Xv) ) (+ b
v
Xv)"+
u,v
a
u
b
v
Xu‘v"+
w
A+
u
a
u
b
w~uBXw.
The element X0 is the unity of the ring F[<] and we write X0"1. So F[<] is
a free module over F of rank pm and with basis MXv Dv3<N. We consider449
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450 KANAT S. ABDUKHALIKOVsubmodules of F[<] as codes of length pm based on the alphabet F. These
notations (for a "eld F) are introduced in [9}11]; see also [3].
Note that the elements of F[<] can be considered as functions from < to
F. As a function, an element + a
v
Xv is the one that assigns a
v
to the element
v of <.
A$ne group G"AG‚(<)"< )G‚(<) is a semidirect product of the
abelian group < and the group G‚(<), where < is considered as a vector
space over a "eld F
p
of p elements. We make F[<] into a G-module by
putting
p
u,g
(Xv)"Xu‘g(v), u3<, g3G‚(<).
A code CLF[<] is said to be G-invariant if it is invariant under the action of
the group G (in [3] the group G is called the full a$ne group). If we "x a basis
Me
1
,2, emN of < over Fp then we can identify G‚(<) with the group G‚m(Fp)
of nondegenerated m]m-matrices.
Our goal is to study G-invariant codes in the cases F"Z
p
(the ring of
p-adic integers) and F"Z/pdZ (the ring of integers modulo pd ). Consider
modules
="G +
v|V
a
v
Xv D a
v
3Z
pH,
=
d
"G +
v|V
a
v
Xv D a
v
3Z/pdZH.
The module= (resp.=
d
) is the ambient space for our G-invariant codes over
Z
p
(resp. Z/pdZ). We have =
d
:=/pd=, since Z
p
/pdZ
p
:Z/pdZ.
Note that the invariance of a code CL= under the group < means that
C is an ideal in the group ring=. Thus one has to study ideals in= invariant
under the group G‚(<). Moreover, G-invariant codes over Z/pdZ can
be obtained from these universal codes (i.e., codes over Z
p
) by reduction
modulo pd.
At "rst we shall deal with invariant codes with zero sum, that is, codes in
M"M+ a
v
Xv D a
v
3Z
p
, + a
v
"0N.
Theorem 3.4 gives a description of these codes, and Theorem 3.7 classi"es
G-invariant codes with zero sum for F"Z/pdZ.
G-invarient codes for the case F"F
p
were considered in [3, 12]. There it
was shown that G-invariant codes are exactly generalized Reed}Muller codes
GRM(r, m), 04r4m(p!1), where codes with r(m(p!1) are codes with
CODES OVER p-ADIC NUMBERS AND FINITE RINGS 451zero sum. Generalized Reed}Muller codes are extended cyclic ones, so using
this fact one can construct (see [7, 8, 13, 15, 16]) lifted Reed}Muller codes
‚RM(r, m) over Z
p
. Therefore one can construct an extended cyclic code
‚(r
0
, r
1
,2, rm~1)"‚RM(r0, m)#p‚RM(r1, m)#2
#pm~1‚RM(r
m~1
, m)#pmM
over Z
p
, where 04r
0
4r
1
424r
m~1
(m(p!1). We show that any
G-invariant code with zero sum is equal to some code ‚(r
0
, r
1
,2, rm~1) with
the following properties: (1) condition 0(r
i
4(m!1)(p!1)!1 implies
r
i‘1
5r
i
#(p!1); (2) condition r
i
5(m!1)(p!1) implies r
i‘1
"m(p!1)!1.
Note that any such code contains pmM.
The description of codes with nonzero sum is a little more complicated and
is shown in Section 5 (Theorems 5.1 and 5.2). In Section 6 we consider the
case d"2 in detail. In particular, we compute dual codes. Duality is de"ned
with respect to the standard inner product
(+ a
v
Xv, + b
v
Xv )"+ a
v
b
v
.
If we consider < as the additive subgroup of a "nite "eld F
pm
of pm elements
then < is a one-dimensional vector space over the "eld F
pm
. De"ne the a$ne
group G
1
"AG
1
(F
pm
)"< )F*
pm
over the "eld F
pm
. It is a subgroup of G. Codes
over Z
p
and Z/pdZ invariant under this smaller group were classi"ed in [2].
Codes over a "nite "eld invariant with respect to the group G
1
are studied in
[9}11, 14] in detail, and their automorphism groups are studied in [5, 6].
Our methods are similar to those used in [1] for investigation of invariant
integral lattices.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we recall known results on the case F"F
p
and prove
auxiliary lemmas that will help us to settle the general case F"Z
p
.
For F"F
p
the ambient space is
=
1
"M+ a
v
Xv D a
v
3F
p
N.
Here subscript 1 means that we are considering codes over Z/pdZ for d"1,
and we identify F
p
"Z/pZ. We set
M"M+ a
v
Xv D a
v
3F
p
, + a
v
"0N
and denote by Mk the ideal in=
1
generated by elements <k
i/1
(Xvi!1). Note
that M is a unique maximal ideal in =
1
and it is nilpotent.
452 KANAT S. ABDUKHALIKOVWe collect here known results [3, 4, 12].
PROPOSITION 2.1. (1) „he only subspaces of =
1
invariant under the group
G are powers of M and
=
1
"M0MM1MM2 MMm(p~1)MMm(p~1)‘1"M0N.
(2) For 04k4m(p!1) the quotient space ‚
k
"Mk/Mk‘1 is an irredu-
cible G‚(<)-module over F
p
. Furthermore, they are nonisomorphic, except for
‚
0
:‚
m(p~1)
.
(3) Elements (Xe1!1)k12(Xem!1)km, 04k
i
(p, 14i4m, form a basis
of the space =
1
, and elements (Xe1!1)k12(Xem!1)km, 04k
i
(p, 14i4m,
+m
i/1
k
i
5t, form a basis of the code Mt.
(4) (Xei!1)p"0.
(5) (Mt)o"Mm(p~1)‘1~t, where Co denotes the code orthogonal to C.
Let us return to the general case. We denote by Mn the ideal in = gener-
ated by elements
n
<
i/1
(Xvi!1), v
i
3<,
and set M"M1. Observe that Mn is G-invariant.
LEMMA 2.2. „he following statements hold:
(1) (Xv!1)#(Xu!1),(Xv‘u!1) (mod M2).
(2) „here exist integer numbers a
1
, a
2
,2, ap~2 such that
(Xv!1)p"!p (Xv!1)!a
1
p (Xv!1)2!2!a
p~2
p (Xv!1)p~1.
(3) (Xv!1)p3pM1, (Xv!1)p,!p (Xv!1) (mod pM2).
(4) If Me
1
,2, emN is a basis of < over Fp, then the elements
(Xe1!1)k12(Xem!1)km, 04k
i
4p!1,
form a basis of = over Z
p
.
Proof. (1) (Xv!1)#(Xu!1)"(Xv‘u!1)!(Xv!1) (Xu!1).
(2) In the ring of polynomials Z[t] we have
(t!1)p~1"(tp~1#2#t#1)!pf
p
(t)
CODES OVER p-ADIC NUMBERS AND FINITE RINGS 453for some f
p
(t)"1#a
1
(t!1)#2#a
p~2
(t!1)p~23Z[t], and
(t!1)p"(tp!1)!p(t!1) f
p
(t).
Therefore
(Xv!1)p"!p(Xv!1) f
p
(Xv).
(3) It follows from (2).
(4) Any element of = can be written as a polynomial in Xe1,2, Xem,
where the powers of Xei do not exceed p!1. Therefore,= is generated over
Z
p
by the elements (Xe1!1)k12(Xem!1)km, 04k
i
4p!1. j
The previous lemma suggests the de"nition of the following elements:
>
i
"Xei!1, 14i4m.
LEMMA 2.3. „he following statements hold:
(1) „he elements >k1
1
2>km
m
, 04k
i
4p!1, 14i4m, form a basis of
= over Z
p
.
(2) >p
i
"!p>
i
!a
1
p>2
i
!2!a
p~2
p>p~1
i
.
(3) p>
i
3Mp, >p
i
,!p>
i
(mod Mp‘1).
(4) If element g3G‚(<) is represented by the matrix (a
ij
) (that is,
g(e
j
)"+m
i/1
a
ij
e
i
) then p
0,g
(>
j
),+m
i/1
a
ij
>
i
(mod M2).
Proof. (1) and (2) come from Lemma 2.2.
(3) From (2) we have
p>
i
"!>p
i
!a
1
p>2
i
!2!a
p~2
p>p~1
i
"!>p
i
!a
1
>
i
[!>p
i
!a
1
p>2
i
!2!a
p~2
p>p~1
i
]!2
!a
p~2
>p~2
i
[!>p
i
!a
1
p>2
i
!2!a
p~2
p>p~1
i
].
Continuing, we get the result.
(4) Part (1) of Lemma 2.2 implies
p
0,g
(>
j
)"X+aijei!1,+ a
ij
(Xei!1),+ a
ij
>
i
(mod M2). j
3. CODES WITH ZERO SUM
In this section we are going to classify G-invariant codes with zero sum,
that is, codes in
M"M+ a
v
Xv D+ a
v
"0N.
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ingredients in the construction of G-invariant codes. We de"ne
Nk"S>k1
1
2>km
m
D 04k
i
(p, + k
i
5kTZ
p
.
Modules Nk are modules over Z
p
and the next lemma shows that they are not
invariant under the group G, except for M1"N1. In fact, Mk"GNk.
LEMMA 3.1. If k"n (p!1)#s, 14s4p!1 then
Mk"Nk#pNk~(p~1)#p2Nk~2(p~1)#2#pnNs#pn‘1N1.
Proof. Lemmas 2.3 and 2.2 imply that
Mk"S>k1
1
2>km
m
D + k
i
5kTZ
p
.
Hence, by Lemma 2.3(2) we have
MkLNk#pNk~(p~1)#p2Nk~2(p~1)#2#pnNs#pn‘1N1.
Conversely, one has MkMNk. Further, if k
1
’0 and + k
i
"t5k!(p!1)
then according to Lemma 2.3(3) we have
p>k1
1
>k2
2
>km
m
,!>k1‘(p~1)
1
>k2
2
>km
m
(mod Mt‘p).
Hence MkMpNk~(p~1). Remaining inclusions can be proved similarly. j
COROLLARY 3.2. If k"n(p!1)#s, 14s4p!1 then
MkMpMk~(p~1)Mp2Mk~2(p~1)M2MpnMsMpn‘1M. j
Denote
w"(1!pm)X0# +
vO0
Xv.
LEMMA 3.3. „he following statements hold:
(1) w3Mm(p~1).
(2) A G-invariant code C in M, not contained in p=, contains the element w.
(3) A G-invariant code C in M, not contained in p=, contains pmM.
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v
Xv. One has B )>
i
"0
for any i. Let
B"b
0
#b
1
>
1
#2#b
p~1
>p~1
1
,
where b
j
3= is written as polynomial in>
2
,2,>m (it does not depend on>1).
Then by Lemma 2.2. we have
0"B )>
1
"b
0
>
1
#b
1
>2
1
#2#b
p~1
(!p>
1
!a
1
p>2
1
!2!a
p~2
p>p~1
1
).
Therefore,
b
0
!pb
p~1
"0,
b
1
!pa
1
b
p~1
"0,
2
b
p~2
!pa
p~2
b
p~1
"0.
From here one has
B"(p#pa
1
>
1
#a
2
p>2
1
#2#pa
p~2
>p~2
1
#>p~1
1
)b
p~1
.
Further, let
b
p~1
"c
0
#c
1
>
2
#2#c
p~1
>p~1
2
,
where c
j
does not depend on >
1
and >
2
. Then we can repeat the previous
reasoning using the equality B )>
2
"0. Hence, continuing this process, we get
B"e m<
i/1
(p#pa
1
>
i
#a
2
p>2
i
#2#pa
p~2
>p~2
i
#>p~1
i
),
where e3Z
p
. But the sum of the coe$cients of Xv in B is equal to pm; thus
e"1. Therefore, w"B!pm3Mm(p~1).
(2) For v3< let I
v
-Z
p
be the ideal of all a
v
encountered in the
decomposition A"+ a
u
Xu of vectors A3C. Then I
v
does not depend on v. If
I
v
"psZ
p
OZ
p
then CLps=, a contradiction. Hence I
v
"Z
p
. Choose a vec-
tor B"X0#+
vO0
a
v
Xv3C. One has +
vO0
a
v
"!1, since B3M. Let
g3G‚(<) be an element of order pm!1 permuting all nonzero vectors from
< cyclically. (This element can be constructed as follows: view a "nite "eld
456 KANAT S. ABDUKHALIKOVF
pm
as a vector space of dimension m over the "eld F
p
and let u be a primitive
element of F
pm
; multiplication by u induces a required transformation of the
vector space <"F
pm
.) Then
pm~2
+
i/0
gi(B)"(pm!1)X0# +
uO0
A +
vO0
a
vBXu"(pm!1)X0! +
uO0
Xu"!w.
(3) pm(Xv!1)"!w ) (Xv!1)3C and thus pmMLC. j
Now we describe G-invariant codes in M. Consider m-tuples
(s
0
, s
1
,2, sm~1) with property m(p!1)5s05s1525sm~151. First, if
all s
i
(m(p!1) then we de"ne
C(s
0
, s
1
,2, sm~1)"Ms0#pMs1#2#pm~1Msm~1#pmM.
Further, if m(p!1)"s
0
"s
1
"2"s
j~1
’s
j
then we de"ne
C(s
0
, s
1
,2, sm~1)"Zp )w#pjMsj#2#pm~1Msm~1#pmM,
where the element w was de"ned before Lemma 3.3. It is clear that they are
G-invariant codes, but may not be di!erent; see Corollary 3.2.
THEOREM 3.4. A G-invariant code C in M not contained in p= is equal
to a code C(s
0
, s
1
,2, sm~1) satisfying the following conditions:
(1) if m(p!1)’s
i
5p then s
i
!(p!1)5s
i‘1
for i"0, 1,2,m!2;
(2) if s
i
4p!1 then s
i‘1
"1 for i"0, 1,2, m!2.
We are going to prove the theorem in the next section. Conditions (1) and
(2) ensure that the codes C(s
0
, s
1
,2, sm~1) are di!erent; see Lemma 3.1.
Observe also that
C (s
0
, s
1
,2, sm~1)" +
s5s0
Ns# +
s5s1
pNs#2# +
s5sm~1
pm~1Ns#pmN1
if s
0
Om(p!1), and
C (s
0
, s
1
,2, sm~1)"Zp )w# +
s5sj
pjNs# +
s5sj‘1
pj‘1Ns#2
# +
s5sm~1
pm~1Ns#pmN1
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0
"2"s
j~1
"m(p!1)’s
j
. Furthermore,
(C(s
0
, s
1
,2, sm~1)W pj=#pj‘1=)/pj‘1=:Msj:GRM(m(p!1)!sj, m)
(1)
for j"0,2, m!1, where GRM(r, m) is the rth order generalized Reed}
Muller code over F
p
.
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let p"2 and m"4. Then G-invariant codes in M are
C(1, 1, 1, 1)"M, C(2, 1, 1, 1), C(3, 2, 1, 1), C(3, 1, 1, 1), C (4, 4, 4, 4), C(4, 4, 4, 3),
C(4, 4, 4, 2), C (4, 4, 4, 1), C (4, 4, 3, 2), C(4, 4, 3, 1), C(4, 4, 2, 1), C(4, 4, 1, 1),
C(4, 3, 2, 1), C(4, 3, 1, 1), C(4, 2, 1, 1), C(4, 1, 1, 1).
EXAMPLE 3.6. Let p"3 and m"2. Then G-invariant codes in M are
C(1, 1)"M, C(2, 1), C (3, 1), C(4, 4), C (4, 3), C(4, 2), C (4, 1).
Now we turn to codes over Z/pdZ. Let
M
d
"M+ a
v
Xv D a
v
3Z/pdZ, + a
v
"0N.
Denote by Mk
d
and C
d
(s
0
, s
1
,2, se~1) the images of Mk and
C(s
0
, s
1
,2, sm~1), respectively, under the natural homomorphism =P=d,
where e"min(m, d). Theorem 3.4 immediately implies
THEOREM 3.7. A G-invariant code C in M
d
not contained in p=
d
is equal to
a code C
d
(s
0
, s
1
,2, se~1), e"min(m, d), satisfying the following conditions:
(1) if m(p!1)’s
i
5p then s
i
!(p!1)5s
i‘1
for i"0, 1,2, e!2;
(2) if s
i
4p!1 then s
i‘1
"1 for i"0, 1,2, e!2.
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let p"2, m"4, and d"2. Then G-invariant codes over
Z/4Z in M
d
are C
d
(1, 1)"M, C
d
(2, 1), C
d
(3, 2), C
d
(3, 1), C
d
(4, 4), C
d
(4, 3),
C
d
(4, 2), C
d
(4, 1).
4. PROOFS
In this section we will prove Theorem 3.4. We need several lemmas.
LEMMA 4.1. (1) If 0(k(m (p!1), k"n(p!1)#s, 14s4p!1, then
G‚(<)-module Mk/Mk‘1 has a unique composition series
Mk/Mk‘1M(MkW pM#Mk‘1)/Mk‘1M2
M(MkW pnM#Mk‘1)/Mk‘1MM0N
with composition factors ‚
k
, ‚
k~(p~1)
,2,‚s .
458 KANAT S. ABDUKHALIKOV(2) If k"m(p!1) then G‚(<)-module Mk/Mk‘1 is a direct sum of two
submodules
Mk/Mk‘1"Sw#Mk‘1T a (MkW pM#Mk‘1)/Mk‘1,
where w"(1!pm)X0#+
vO0
Xv. Furthermore, G‚ (<)-module (MkW pM#
Mk‘1)/Mk‘1 has a unique composition series
(MkW pM#Mk‘1)/Mk‘1M(MkW p2M#Mk‘1)/Mk‘1M2
M(MkW pm~1M#Mk‘1)/Mk‘1MM0N
with composition factors ‚
(m~1)(p~1)
, ‚
(m~2)(p~1)
,2,‚p~1.
Proof. (1) Denote Q
0
"Mk/Mk‘1, Q
1
"(MkW pM#Mk‘1)/Mk‘1,2,
Q
n
"(MkW pnM#Mk‘1)/Mk‘1, Q
n‘1
"0. We recall that k"n(p!1)#s.
Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.1 imply
Q
0
/Q
1
:‚
k
, Q
1
/Q
2
:‚
k~(p~1)
,2, Qn/Qn‘1:‚s . (2)
It is clear that Q
0
MQ
1
M2MQ
n
MQ
n‘1
is a composition series. We have
to prove that this series is unique.
Let Q be a submodule in Q
0
and let Q contain an element A
j
, j4n, such
that A
j
3Q
j
CQ
j‘1
. We will show that then one can "nd elements
A
j‘1
,2, An3Q, such that Ai3QiCQi‘1. If we prove this it implies conse-
quently Q.Q
n
, Q.Q
n~1
,2,Q.Qj (see (2) and Lemma 2.1).
For simplicity we can assume that j"0, so A
0
3Q. Also we can assume
that A
0
is congruent to >p~1
1
2>p~1
n
>s
n‘1
modulo Q
1
, since Q
0
/Q
1
is an
irreducible G‚(<)-module. Thus
A
0
">p~1
1
2>p~1
n
>s
n‘1
# s+
r/0
b
r
p>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>s~r
n
>r
n‘1
#f
1
#h
1
,
assuming here and later on in the proof that element f
i
3MkW pM is a sum of
monomials that do not contain elements of the form >p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>s~r
n
>r
n‘1
,
and h
i
3Q
2
.
Let qa be the element from G‚(<) such that qa (>n‘1),a>n‘1 (mod M2)
and qa(>i),>i (mod M2) for iOn#1, a3Fp (see Lemma 2.3). Set
B" +
aO0
a~sqa(A0)
and consider two cases.
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B"!>p~1
1
2>p~1
n
>s
n‘1
!b
s
p>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>s
n‘1
#f
2
#h
2
3Q.
Take oa3G‚(<) such that oa(>n),>n#a>n‘1 (mod M2) and oa(>i),>i
(mod M2) for iOn. Then
+
a|Fp
oa(B)" +
a|Fp
(!>p~1
1
2(>
n
#a>
n‘1
)p~1>s
n‘1
!b
s
p>p~1
1
2>s
n‘1
)
# +
a|Fp
oa( f2#h2)
"!p>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>s
n‘1
#f
3
#h
3
3Q.
Here we have used Lemma 2.3(3). So we can assume that
D">p~1
1
2>p~1
n
>s
n‘1
#d
s
p>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>s
n‘1
#f
4
#h
4
3Q
for some d
s
O1. Furthermore, let o@3G‚(<), o@ (>
n‘1
),>
n
#>
n‘1
(mod M2)
and o@(>
i
),>
i
(mod M2) for iOn#1. Then
A
1
"o@(D)!D"s~1+
r/0
A
s
rB (ds!1)p>p~11 2>p~1n~1>s~rn >rn‘1#f5#h53Q1CQ2 .
(b) Let s"p!1. Then
B"!>p~1
1
2>p~1
n
>p~1
n‘1
!b
p~1
p>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>p~1
n‘1
!b
0
p>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>p~1
n
#f
2
#h
2
3Q.
De"ne oa3G‚(<) by oa(>n),>n#a>n‘1 (mod M2) and oa(>i),>i
(mod M2) for iOn. Then
+
a|Fp
oa(B)"(b0!1)p>p~11 2>p~1n~1>p~1n‘1 #f3#h33Q.
If b
0
O1 then we can proceed as in step (a). Let b
0
"1. Then we can also
assume that b
p~1
"1, otherwise we may apply to B a linear map permuting
>
n
and >
n‘1
. Thus
B"!>p~1
1
2>p~1
n
>p~1
n‘1
!p>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>p~1
n‘1
!p>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>p~1
n
#f
2
#h
2
3Q.
460 KANAT S. ABDUKHALIKOVWe have n#1(m for kOm(p!1). Let ha3G‚(<), ha(>n‘1),
>
n‘1
#a>
n‘2
(mod M2) and ha(>i),>i (mod M2) for iOn#1. Then
+
a|Fp
ha(B)">p~11 2>p~1n >p~1n‘2 #p>p~11 2>p~1n~1>p~1n‘2 #f4#h43Q.
Note that the element f
4
does not contain monomials of the form
>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>s~r
n
>r
n‘2
. Therefore, permuting >
n‘1
and >
n‘2
, we have
D">p~1
1
2>p~1
n
>p~1
n‘1
#p>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>p~1
n‘1
#f
5
#h
5
3Q.
Finally, we take
A
1
#B#D"!p>p~1
1
2>p~1
n~1
>p~1
n
#f
6
#h
6
3Q
1
CQ
2
.
(2) According to Lemma 3.3 we have w3Mm(p~1), w N pM. Furthermore,
w is invariant with respect to G‚(<). Thus we have the "rst assertion. The
second one can be proved as the Case (1). j
LEMMA 4.2 ‚et K"K
1
a K
2
be a decomposition of Z
p
G-module K of
,nite order into a direct sum of submodules and the submodules K
1
, K
2
have no
isomorphic composition factors. If NLK is a submodule then N"N
1
aN
2
,
where N
1
LK
1
, N
2
LK
2
.
Proof. Let u
i
:KPK
i
be the projection homomorphism and let
NMQ
n
MQ
n~1
M2MQ
1
MM0N be a composition series. So Q
i‘1
/Q
i
is an
irreducible module.
Consider the irreducible module Q
1
. Let us prove that either Q
1
-K
1
or
Q
1
-K
2
. Indeed, if Q
1
JK
1
and Q
1
JK
2
then u
1
(Q
1
)O0 and u
2
(Q
1
)O0;
hence Q
1
:u
1
(Q
1
):u
2
(Q
1
), a contradiction.
Suppose our assertion holds for Q
i
, that is, let Q
i
"S
1
a S
2
, S
1
-K
1
,
S
2
-K
2
. Consider the quotient module K/Q
i
"K@#KA, K@:K
1
/S
1
,
KA:K
2
/S
2
. By reasoning as in the previous step we have that Q
i‘1
/Q
i
is
a subset of either K@ or KA. Therefore Q
i‘1
"R
1
a R
2
, where R
i
-K
i
.
Induction gives the result. j
Proof of the „heorem 3.4. According to Lemma 3.3 we have C.pmM. At
"rst, we note that for C.pM the assertion holds. Indeed, in this case one has
C/pM-M/pM, M/pM:M and by Proposition 2.1 any subcode in M is
isomorphic to Mk, so C"C(k, 1,2, 1).
The idea of proof is, roughly speaking, the following. If
C U x"+ a
k12km
>k1
1
2>km
m
, and a
k12km
"psb, pPb, + k
i
"t(m(p!1) for
some coe$cient a
k12km
, then C.psMt. We will realize this formally.
CODES OVER p-ADIC NUMBERS AND FINITE RINGS 461Let (C#pM)/pM:Mt, t4m(p!1). Denote D"MtW pM. Then we
have D"pMt~(p~1)#pmM if t’p!1, and D"pM1#pmM if t4p!1.
Let P(C) be the submodule in M, generated by elements a
k12km
>k1
1
2>km
m
,
such that there exists x"+ a
k12km
>k1
1
2>km
m
3C, p Da
k12km
. Then
C-Mt#P(C). Therefore,
(C#D)/D-Mt/D a (P(C)#D)/D.
Composition factors of Mt/D are from the set M‚
t
, ‚
t‘1
,2,‚m(p~1)N,
and composition factors of (P(C)#D)/D are from the set M‚
1
, ‚
2
,2,‚t~1N.
Thus composition factors of MtD and (P(C)#D)/D are not isomorphic;
hence by Lemma 4.2 we have (C#D)/D"N
1
a N
2
, where N
1
-Mt/D and
N
2
-(P(C)#D)/D. It is clear that N
1
"Mt/D; hence C#D.Mt, C.Mt.
Therefore C"E#N, where E"Mt and pM.N.pmM (according to
Lemma 4.1, Mt is the minimal G-module E with the property
(E#pM)/pM:Mt ).
In the case (C#pM)/pM:Mt, t"m (p!1), we denote by E the G-
module generated by w. One has C.E by Lemma 3.3. Therefore again
C"E#N, where pM.N.pmM.
Furthermore denote N"pN@, M.N@.pm~1M. We have reduced our
problem from the module C.pmM to the moldule N@.pm~1M. Arguing by
induction we have N@"C (t
0
,2, tm~2, 1). Then C"E#N"C(t, t!
(p!1),2)#pC(t0,2, tm~2, 1)"C(s0,2, sm~1) for some (s0,2, sm~1) j
Now we are going to study connections with lifted Reed}Muller codes
‚RM(r, m). Consider< as the additive group of a "eld F
pm
of pm elements. Let
a be a primitive element of F
pm
and let T
m
"M0, 1, m, m2,2, mpm~2N be the
TeichmuK ller representatives of elements of <"M0, 1, a, a2,2, apm~2N, where
m is the primitive (pm!1)th root of unity lying in some extension of the "eld
of p-adic numbers, and m is mapped into a under the reduction map modulo
p (see, for example, [2]). Thus the coordinates of an element of = can be
indexed by T
m
, as well as the group <. An a$ne invariant extended cyclic
code over Z
p
can be described as the set of all vectors (c
0
, c
1
, cm ,2, cmpm~2)3
(Z
p
)pm with the property that the sum +
x|Tm
c
x
xk,0 (mod pi) for certain
values of i and certain values of k, 04k4pm!1. In particular,
‚RM(m (p!1)!t, m) is the set of all vectors (c
x
)
x|Tm
such that
+
x|Tm
c
x
xk"0
for all k, 04k4pm!1, wt
p
(k)(t (recall that if k"+m~1
j/0
k
j
pj is the p-adic
expansion of k, then wt
p
(k)"+m~1
j/0
k
j
).
Let C"C(s
0
,2, sm~1) be a G-invariant code with zero sum. Recall that
C is an extended cyclic code. Then the isomorphisms (1) imply that we can
462 KANAT S. ABDUKHALIKOVexpress C as a linear combination of lifted Reed}Muller codes:
C"‚ (r
0
, r
1
,2, rm~1)"‚RM (r0, m)#p‚RM(r1, m)#2
#pm~1‚RM(r
m~1
, m)#pmM.
Then (1) implies that
C(s
0
,2, sm~1)"‚(m (p!1)!s0,2, m(p!1)!sm~1).
The code C"C (s
0
,2, sm~1) consists of all vectors (cx)x|Tm such that
+
x|Tm
c
x
"0
and
+
x|Tm
c
x
xk,0 (mod pi‘1) "k, wt
p
(k)(s
i
,
04i4m!1.
Also, it should be noted that, unlike the case of the "nite "eld,
MtO‚RM(m(p!1)!t, m) and NtO‚RM(m(p!1)!t, m).
Finally, let h
i
denote the dimension of the generalized Reed}Muller code
GRM(m(p!1)!s
i
, m) over the "eld F
p
. Then the code C
d
(s
0
, s
1
,2, se~1)
over Z/pdZ, e"min(m, d), has type
(h
0
, h
1
!h
0
, h
2
!h
1
,2, hd~1!hd~2)
and size
pdh0‘(d~1)(h1~h0)‘2‘(hd~1~hd~2)
for d4m. Similarly, it has type
(h
0
, h
1
!h
0
, h
2
!h
1
,2, hm~1!hm~2, pm!1!hm~1)
and size
pdh0‘(d~1)(h1~h0)‘2‘(d~m‘1)(hm~1~hm~2)‘(d~m)(pm~1~hm~1)
for d’m. It follows from (1) and Theorem 3.7 (recall that
C
d
(s
0
, s
1
,2, se~1)-Md and the rank of Md is equal to pm!1).
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In this section we are going to classify G-invariant codes in =. At "rst we
introduce several codes in =. For "nite sequence (s
0
,2, sm~1) of positive
integers with property s
0
"2"s
j~1
"m (p!1), s
j
(m(p!1) for some
j’0, positive integers r, t and element b3Z
p
CpZ
p
, prbOpm, we de"ne:
Cr,t,b(m (p!1), s
1
,2, sm~1)"Zp ) (w#prbX0)#Zp ) ptw
#Z
p
) pr‘tX0#pjMsj#2#pm~1Msm~1,
and for code C(s
0
,2, sm~1) with t’0 we de"ne
Dt(s
0
,2, sm~1)"Zp ) (w#pmX0)#Zp ) pm‘tX0#ptC(s0,2, sm~1).
Note that the repetition code Z
p
) (+ xv)L= is G-invariant and Theorem
3.4 describes G-invariant codes in M.
THEOREM 5.1. ‚et C be a G-invariant code in= and CJp=, CJ=. „hen
one of the following assertions are true:
(1) C is the repetition code;
(2) C is a G-invariant code in M;
(3) C"C0#pr=, where C0 is a G-invariant code in M;
(4) C"Dt(s
0
,2, sm~1);
(5) C"Cr,t,b(m(p!1), s
1
,2, sm~1), prbOpm, where the following holds:
(i) 14t4min(r, m);
(ii) if r(m then s
r
"s
r‘1
"2"s
m~1
"1;
(iii) if s
i
5p then s
i
!(p!1)5s
i‘1
for i"j, j#1,2, m!2;
(iv) if s
i
4p!1 then s
i‘1
"1 for i4m!2;
(v) t4j.
Proof. If we consider < as the additive group of a "eld F
pm
of pm elements
then a primitive element of F
pm
generates a cyclic subgroup „ of order pm!1
in G‚(<). G-invariant code in = will be invariant under the smaller group
< )„. Codes invariant under < )„ (i.e., a$ne invariant codes) were classi"ed
in [2], so we can use these results.
From [2], it follows that a G-invariant code is one of the following types:
(a) C is the repetition code;
(b) C is a G-invariant code in M;
(c) C"C0#pr=, where C0 is a G-invariant code in M;
(d) C"C@#CA, where C@ is a code generated by vectors w#prbX
0
,
464 KANAT S. ABDUKHALIKOVptw, pr‘tX0 and CA is a subcode in pM. Here we take for t the minimal
possible value. The "rst three cases correspond to assertions (1)}(3) of the
theorem; in the last case it is easy to see that either C"Cr,t,b (m(p!1),
s
1
,2, sm~1) or C"Dt(s0,2, sm~1). Furthermore, 5(iii)}5(v) follow from
Lemma 3.1. Finally, the equality (w#prbX0) (Xv!1)"(!pm#prb)(Xv!1)
follows CMpmM and CMprM and thus p.*/(r,m)w3C; if t’min(r, m) then
pr‘.*/(r,m)X03C, pr‘.*/(r,m)w3C, a contradiction, so statements 5(i), 5(ii)
hold. j
Let us consider G-invariant codes over Z/pdZ. At "rst we construct
codes by reducing Cr,t,b(m(p!1), s
1
,2, sm~1) and Dt (s0,2, sm~1)
modulo pdZ. Let e"min(m, d). For "nite sequence (s
0
,2, se~1) of positive
integers with property s
0
"2"s
j~1
"m(p!1), s
j
(m(p!1) for some
j’0, positive integers r(d, t4d!r and element b3Z/pdZ, pPb, prbOpm,
we de"ne:
Cr,t,b
d
(m(p!1), s
1
,2, se~1)
"Z/pdZ ) (w#prb )X0)#Z/pdZ ) ptw#Z/pdZ ) pr‘tX0
#pjMsj
d
#2#pe~1Mse~1
d
.
Note that the element b is de"ned modulo pd~rZ/pdZ. Furthermore, if d’m,
t(d then we de"ne as Dt
d
(s
0
,2, sf~1) the image of the module
Dt(s
0
,2, sm~1) under the natural homomorphism =P=d, where
f"min(m, d!t).
The next theorem is a consequence of Theorem 5.1.
THEROEM 5.2. ‚et C be a G-invariant code in =
d
and CJp=
d
, CO=
d
.
„hen one of the following assertions are true:
(1) C is the repetition code;
(2) C is a G-invariant code in M
d
;
(3) C"C0#pr=
d
, where C0 is a G-invariant code in M
d
, r(d;
(4) C"Dt
d
(s
0
,2, sf~1), f"min(m, d!t);
(5) C"Cr,t,b
d
(m(p!1), s
1
,2, se~1), e"min(m, d), where the following
holds:
(i) 14t4min(r, m);
(ii) if r(m then s
r
"s
r‘1
"2"s
e~1
"1;
(iii) if s
i
5p then s
i
!(p!1)5s
i‘1
for i"j, j#1,2, e!2;
(iv) if s
i
4p!1 then s
i‘1
"1 for i4e!2;
(v) t4j, r#t4d.
CODES OVER p-ADIC NUMBERS AND FINITE RINGS 465EXAMPLE 5.3. Let p"2, m"4, and d"2. Then a G-invariant code
CO=
d
over Z/4Z in =
d
not contained in p=
d
is one of the following codes:
(1) the repetition code S+ XvT;
(2) a G-invariant code in M
d
;
(3) C
d
(1, 1)#p=
d
, C
d
(2, 1)#p=
d
, C
d
(3, 1)#p=
d
, C
d
(4, 1)#p=
d
;
(4) C1,1,1
d
(4, 1).
6. THE CASE d"2
In this section we assume that d"2, m52. Theorem 5.2 gives
COROLLARY 6.1. ‚et C be a G-invariant code in =
2
and CJp=
2
, CO=
2
.
„hen one of the following assertions are true:
(1) C"C
2
(s
0
, s
1
), p!1(s
0
(m(p!1), 14s
1
4s
0
!(p!1); C"C
2
(s
0
, 1),
14s
0
4p!1 or C"C
2
(m(p!1), s
1
), 14s
1
4m(p!1);
(2) C"C
2
(s
0
, 1)#p=
2
, where 14s
0
4m (p!1);
(3) C"C1,1,b
2
(m(p!1), 1) b"1, 2,2, p!1.
Here the code C
2
(m(p!1), m(p!1)) is the repetition code. Recall that the
subscript in C"C
2
(s
0
, s
1
) means that we consider codes over Z/pdZ for
d"2.
Concerning the duality of codes we have the following
THEOREM 6.2. ‚et C be a G-invariant code in =
2
. „hen the following
assertions hold:
(1) C
2
(s
0
, s
1
)o"C
2
(m(p!1)#1!s
1
, m(p!1)#1!s
0
);
(2) (C
2
(s
0
, 1)#p=
2
)o"pC
2
(m(p!1)#1!s
0
, 1);
(3) C1,1,b
2
(m(p!1), 1)o"C1,1,p~b
2
(m (p!1), 1);
Proof. We will use the following simple property. If K
1
MK
2
are codes in
=
d
then d(K
1
/K
2
)"d(Ko
2
/Ko
1
), where K
1
/K
2
, Ko
2
/Ko
1
are quotient rings
and dK denotes the number of elements in K. Therefore, if we are given
K
1
MK
2
, Ko
2
then in order to "nd Ko
1
it is su$cient to "nd a code KLKo
2
with the properties d(Ko
2
/K)"d(K
1
/K
2
) and (K, K
1
)"0. Similarly for
codes K
1
LK
2
.
It is clear that (p=
2
)o"p=
2
. Hence, consequently for s
0
"m(p!1),
m(p!1)!1,2, 1, we have
(C
2
(s
0
, 1)#p=
2
)o"(Ms0#p=
2
)o"pMm(p~1)‘1~s0
"pC
2
(m(p!1)#1!s
0
, 1)
466 KANAT S. ABDUKHALIKOVby Proposition 2.1 (5). Furthermore
C
2
(1, 1)o"Mo"SwT"C
2
(m (p!1), m(p!1)).
Therefore for s
0
"2, 3,2,m(p!1) we have consequently
C
2
(s
0
, 1)o"(Ms0#pM)o"SwT#pMm (p~1)‘1~s0
"C(m(p!1), m(p!1)#1!s
0
).
Similarly, for s
1
"2, 3,2 we have
C
2
(s
0
, s
1
)o"Mm (p~1)‘1~s1#pMm (p~1)‘1~s0
"C(m(p!1)#1!s
1
, m(p!1)#1!s
0
).
Finally,
C1,1,b
2
(m (p!1), 1)o"(Sw#pbX0T#pM)o"Sw!pbX0T#pM
"C1,1,p~b
2
(m (p!1), 1). j
EXAMPLE 6.3. Let p"2, m"4, and d"2. Then self-dual G-invariant
codes in =
d
are 2=
d
, C
d
(4, 1), C
d
(3, 2) and C1,1,1
d
(4, 1).
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